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Abstract
Very fast variability on scales of minutes is regularly observed in Blazars. The assumption that these flares are
emerging from the dominant emission zone of the very high energy (VHE) radiation within the jet challenges current
acceleration and radiation models. In this work we use a spatially resolved and time dependent synchrotron-self-
Compton (SSC) model that includes the full time dependence of Fermi-I acceleration. We use the (apparent) orphan
γ-ray flare of Mrk501 during MJD 54952 and test various flare scenarios against the observed data. We find that
a rapidly variable external radiation field can reproduce the high energy lightcurve best. However, the effect of the
strong inverse Compton (IC) cooling on other bands and the X-ray observations are constraining the parameters to
rather extreme ranges. Then again other scenarios would require parameters even more extreme or stronger physical
constraints on the rise and decay of the source of the variability which might be in contradiction with constraints
derived from the size of the black hole’s ergosphere.
Keywords: Galaxies: active, relativistic processes, radiation mechanisms: non-thermal, Galaxies: jets, BL Lacertae
objects: individual: Mrk501
1. Introduction
Rapid flares on the scales of minutes have now been
observed for several Blazars. The observed timescales
often contradict the parameters obtained from fits of
synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) [1] models (e.g [2] in
combination with [3]). For the case of PKS2155 [4] the
timescale in the frame of the black hole is in contradic-
tion to the light-crossing time of the Schwarzschild-radius
RS /c for the predicted mass. Moreover some of these
flares appear to be without counterpart in the first bump
of the SED, i.e. the leptonic synchrotron emission. It is,
however, unclear whether this is always an intrinsic effect
or due to observational limitations.
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Usually the discrepancy between lightcurves and
steady-state parameters is circumvented via the argument
of two separate emission zones. It is clearly possible to
construct a parameter set yielding the required variability
timescales, but it is impossible to constrain this scenario
and its parameters by observations2. Furthermore the
steady state emission is often well described by a single
component, requiring the assumption of a second compo-
nent with comparable flux just for the time of a flare. In
the case of a γ-ray orphan flare the additional difficulty
of obscuring the X-ray flare arises. Setting the ratio be-
tween the inverse Compton and the synchrotron flux suffi-
ciently high will lead to strong IC-cooling and hence quite
extreme parameters. Models that disconnect the source
of the variability from the black hole were presented by
2With only one bump measured for each component’s SED either the
maximum electron energy or the cooling strength becomes ambiguous.
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e.g. [5]. Especially the case of the inverse Compton scat-
tering of external radiation can produce an orphan flare,
if the boost between the external source and the frame of
the high energy particle distribution is sufficiently high. A
possible origin of this external radiation and its effect on
the steady state can be found in [6].
In any case a constriction of models explaining rapid
variability self-consistently, i.e. emerging from the same
spatial region as the steady state emission, is only pos-
sible via time dependent numerical modeling that is not
constrained by light crossing times. The non-linear ef-
fects that will arise in such models were studied in [7].
However, no time-dependent solution of the system was
given. Furthermore this work can not describe variability
shorter than the light crossing time of the emission region
due to the assumption of homogeneity.
A spatially and time-dependent model is presented in
section 2. In section 3 we then present a fit of the av-
eraged spectral energy distribution (SED) of Mrk501 in
2009 obtained from [2] and test various flare scenarios
and their multi-band implications against the fast flare
with tvar ≈ 2000 s [3, 8]. The physical constraints of these
scenarios as well as an ambiguity of the SED fitting and
its consequences for the time evolution is discussed in sec-
tion 4.
2. Model
The numerical model used in this work connects the
dominant acceleration process, which is Fermi-I shock ac-
celeration [9], with the geometry of the simulation box.
For this purpose we use a spatial discretization along the
shock-normal. A shock can then be represented by a jump
of the bulk velocity of the ambient plasma between neigh-
boring cells. Particles can convect back and forth and are
pitch-angle-scattered at a rate that is parameterized by the
isotropisation timescale tiso. Hence the standard picture
of the Fermi-I process (e.g. [10]) evolves naturally. This
is roughly sketched in Fig. 1
For this work we used the simplest setup with R(z) =
R0. This implies no cooling due to adiabatic expansion
and a constant magnetic field B(z) = B0. The only inho-
mogeneity arises from the presence of the shock, which
will produce a jump in the velocity of the bulk plasma.
A more elaborated setup could be achieved by a spatially
dependent scattering rate (e.g. approaching the shock) or
Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the used geometry. The spatial
discretization is performed along z, the shock normal and parallel to the
magnetic background field. A shock is represented as a jump in velocity
of the background plasma. Particles can move in both directions and
scatter between them. The scattering is elastic in the rest frame of the
background plasma.
a strong expansion behind the shock to introduce a nat-
ural boundary condition. Such setups are, however, not
relevant for the aim of this study and would introduce
additional difficulties. The physics of the pre-shock re-
gion are hardly understood even for weak solar shocks
and would introduce additional parameters in the here pre-
sented case. The effect of expansion behind the shock
on the boundary conditions can be found in [11]. For
the studies of the variability of the upper energy range
of both bumps in the SED (i.e X-rays and TeV-range)
an artificial boundary due to a limited size of the emis-
sion region is sufficient. The only condition, that has to
be fulfilled, is the escape time tesc to be larger than the
variability time scale tvar. Otherwise timescales would
be lowered artificially. In our geometry this is true if
tvar < zmax/VP = zmax · r/VS 3.
The shock velocity VS and its compression ratio r
is used to calculate the downstream velocity behind the
shock VP (in units of c), expressed in the upstream frame:
VP =
VS (r − 1)
r − V2S
(1)
In order to connect this intrinsic inhomogeneity with
3Note that zmax is specified in the shock-frame.
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the acceleration of particles, pitch angle scattering and
the resulting acceleration (in the shock frame) has to be
modeled. Therefore a distinction between the particles
that move towards the downstream and those that move
towards the far upstream is introduced. Details of this
modeling can be found in [12]. The computation of the
radiative output is then performed in the isotropic approx-
imation.
2.1. Kinetic Equations
In addition to the Fermi-I acceleration the particle dis-
tribution n(γ, t) will be determined by Fermi-II accelera-
tion (momentum diffusion coefficient D = v
2
A
9κ‖ , where vA
is the Alfve´n speed), the source term S (z, γ, t) as well as
losses due to synchrotron emission and inverse Compton
scattering. The two latter processes are computed via
Psync =
1
6pi
σT B2
mc
γ2 = βsγ
2 , (2)
and
PIC,γ =
1
mc2
∫
dν′ hν′
∫
dν N(ν)
dNγ,ν
dν′ dt
, (3)
respectively. The time evolution of the electron density in
the energy domain can then be computed via the Fokker-
Planck equation integrated over µ:
∂n(γ)
∂t
=
∂
∂γ
[
Dγ2 · ∂n(γ)
∂γ
+ (βsγ2 − 2Dγ + PIC(γ)) · n(γ)
]
+ S (z, γ, t) (4)
From Eq. 3 it is obvious that the inverse Compton pro-
cess depends on the photon density and hence introduces
a back reaction on the electron distribution. In order to
solve the resulting non linear system in a time dependent
way it becomes necessary to calculate the photon density
simultaneously. The equation for N(ν, t) governing the
time evolution is
∂N(ν)
∂t
= −c · κν,S S A ·N(ν) + 4pihν · (ν,IC + ν,sync)−
N(ν)
tesc
.
(5)
The dominant gain ν,sync due to synchrotron emission is
computed in the Melrose-approximation [13]:
Pν(γ, ν) ≈ 1,8
√
3 q3B
m c2
·
(
ν
νc
) 1
3
· e− ννc (6)
The synchrotron self absorption coefficient κν,S S A is com-
puted similarly. The contributions of the IC process are
calculated via
ν =
hν
4pi
∫
dγ n(γ)
∫
dν′
(
dNγ,ν′
dν dt
· N(ν′) − dNγ,ν
dν′ dt
· N(ν)
)
.
(7)
The escape timescale tesc includes the catastrophic losses.
The computation of photon absorption due to pair produc-
tion is implemented in our code, but is not relevant in this
case. This can be seen using the delta-approximation for
the cross-section (e.g. [14]) and the values νc and Eph,in j,0
in section 3.2. These result in an absorption coefficient
ανν ∼ 10−20 cm−1  z−1max.
The time dependent, over all flux from the complete
simulation box is computed - following Blandford and
Ko¨nigl [15] - as an integral over all positions z, hence
different light travel times to the observer are incorpo-
rated. The number of free parameters in the model is
seven (magnetic field B, injection energy γin j, injection
rate N˙el, size of the blob R, Doppler factor δ, the accelera-
tion efficiency and the shock compression ratio r). Fur-
thermore the shock is described by the shock velocity.
However, this parameter is well constrained by theory and
has only a small influence on the resulting SED.
3. Results
We use the model presented in section 2 to obtain the
steady state parameters for the emission region. This state
is used as the starting point for the flare scenarios. The
physical plausibility of these scenarios is discussed in sec-
tion 4.
3.1. Steady state
The fits of the averaged low state of this source were
produced with the model described in section 2 and are
shown in Fig. 2. A good overall fit can be achieved, al-
though the spectral index indicated by the UVOT and SMA
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Figure 2: Fit of the data obtained during a multi-frequency campaign [2].
data does not match the Fermi spectral index. This prob-
lem was already addressed by [16, 17]. The flux mea-
sured by UVOT could also emerge from the broad line
region (BLR) [18]. The parameters summarized in ta-
ble 1 for sim1 differ from those presented by [2]. The
Table 1: Parameters obtained from the fits in Fig. 2.
sim z (cm) B (G) Nin j (s−1) δ tiso (s)
sim1 4.5 · 1015 0.044 8.9 · 1043 33.5 5000
sim2 3.8 · 1015 0.06 8.25 · 1043 32.1 125
sim3 3.3 · 1015 0.07 8.25 · 1043 32.1 75
very large size of the emission region there is not com-
patible to the position of the cooling break for the given
magnetic field. Therefore self-consistent (i.e. without a
priori assumptions on the shape of the electron distribu-
tion) models can not produce such a fit. However, the
values obtained by our fit are much less constraining for
the presence of fast variability. The significance of the
parameters most relevant for variability, magnetic field B
and acceleration timescale tacc ∝ tiso can be pushed even
further, as shown in sim2 and sim3. The limitation of this
course is discussed in section 4. The fitting was done “by
eye”, hence no significance for the resulting parameters
was computed.
The parameters result in a light crossing time of tlc =
4545 s. We want to stress that in the case (tvar < tlc) nu-
merical studies of the variability are only possible with a
spatially resolved model which preserves causality.
3.2. Flare scenarios
In the following we use simulation sim3 as a starting
point for different flare scenarios. These are two differ-
ent variations of the particle injection rate and a so called
multiple shock scenario. In the latter an additional shock
is present in the downstream that reaccelerates the power-
law distribution. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that additional
particle injection can not account for the observed vari-
ability timescale in the highest energies. The acceleration
of particles from the injection energy up to the TeV scale
on the observed timescale would require a much larger ac-
celeration rate that is not compatible with the steady state
SED, as mentioned in section 3.1 An additional difficulty
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Figure 3: Lightcurves produced for different flare scenarios compared
with the observation by Whipple [3].
is the increase of inverse Compton cooling with higher
particle densities. An increase by one order of magnitude,
as in scenario inj flare 1, will lead to a flux reduction in the
Whipple-band, unless the magnetic field is reduced simul-
taneously. This is on the one hand in contradiction with
the equipartition assumption, on the other hand a lower
magnetic field will further increase the cooling timescale.
In the multi-shock-scenario only particles with energies
above the cooling break are effected, which is, close to
the primary shock, only a narrow band. Consequently the
system returns to the steady state very fast, after the sec-
ondary shock disappears. This disappearance is however
artificially introduced.
4
External inverse Compton scenario.
Starting from the steady state fits, the lightcurves in Fig. 4
were obtained by injection of an external photon distribu-
tion. A synchrotron spectrum was chosen for the spectral
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Figure 4: Fits of the lightcurve recorded by Whipple [3] employing the
external inverse Compton scenario.
shape and approximated according to Eq. 6. The two oc-
curring parameters are the cut off frequency and the nor-
malization in the form of the differential energy density
Eph,in j,0 at νc. For both sim2 (→ IC flare 2) and sim3 (→ IC
flare 1) fits were produced. The two parameters were set
to νc = 1016 Hz, Eph,in j,0 = 6.6 · 10−17 erg s cm−3 for IC
flare 1 and νc = 1015 Hz, Eph,in j,0 = 3.3 · 10−16 erg s cm−3
for IC flare 2, respectively.
In contrast to the previously discussed scenarios, here
the falling flank of the lightcurve is independent from the
length of the injection and completely determined by in-
verse Compton cooling. In addition to the possible boost-
ing this significantly relaxes the constraints on the source
of the variability.
3.3. Multi band view
All presented flare scenarios produce variability in all
relevant bands. An increase of the particle injection as
well as the multiple shock scenario leads to a simultane-
ous increase in all bands, shown in Fig. 5. Only the hard
X-ray flux stays approximately constant due to inverse
Compton cooling in the injection case. Here it is obvi-
ous, that even a magnetic field of almost 0.1 G can neither
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Figure 5: Simulated lightcurves in various energy ranges for particle
injection and the multi shock scenario.
explain the rapid rise and fall in the TeV range, nor the
absence of an increased X-ray flux, approximately 6 h af-
ter the TeV-flare. The falling flank of the shock-scenario
is sufficiently steep.
The injection of a strong, additional photon field has
an opposite effect on the electron synchrotron emission.
As shown in Fig. 6 the X-ray emission is reduced as long
as the external field in present. For the presented simu-
lations this timespan is tin j ≈ 1.5 · 104 s in the observers
frame. After stopping the injection the system returns to
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Figure 6: Simulated lightcurves in various energy ranges for the external
inverse Compton flares.
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its steady state on the intrinsic timescale. It can be seen
that sim3 is slightly faster, but can not explain the ob-
served X-ray flux.
4. Discussion
In this work we want to derive constraints on flare sce-
narios starting from a time averaged SED which was taken
as the steady state. The parameters that dominantly deter-
mine the time evolution are the magnetic field B (cooling
timescale) and the isotropisation timescale tiso which is
proportional to the acceleration time scale. These two pa-
rameters will also determine the cut-off frequencies of the
two bumps of the SED. The maximum electron energy
γmax is balanced between acceleration and synchrotron
cooling:
γmax ∝ t−1accB−2 (8)
The cut-offs of the synchrotron spectrum and the IC-bump
(in the Klein-Nishina regime) are then given by:
νmaxsync ∝ γ2maxB ∝ t−2accB−3 (9a)
νmaxIC ∝ γmax ∝ t−1accB−2 (9b)
These dependencies can be reproduced well with our
code. Consequently it is not possible to set the values
of these parameters to arbitrary high B and low tacc. How-
ever, due to the larger error bars in the falling flanks of the
SED, the values can vary slightly. We find that values of
B > 0.1 G can not be reached. As shown in section 3 these
parameter constraints prevent the reproduction of the very
fast variability in the TeV band by a simple variation of
the particle injection rate.
The injection of an external radiation field suffers a
similar problem. This scenario leads, on the one hand
to a rise in the very high energy range (VHE), on the
other hand to a drop in the X-rays. The latter is due to
the inverse Compton cooling of the electrons. Once this
process dominates, the VHE flux reaches its maximum
and starts to decrease. This relaxes the constraints on
the source of the external radiation field. Assuming this
source has a very small Doppler factor in the observers
frame, the necessary timescales can be approximated as
follows: The decay time in the frame of the external ra-
diation source is t˜decay = δ
2
δext
tin j ≈ 1.5 · 107 s. Here the
Doppler factor of the emission blob δ was taken from ta-
ble 1 and that of the external source was set to δext ≈ 1.
The rise time of the flare can be converted similarly to the
variation timescale of the external source t˜var ≈ 5 · 105 s.
For various scenarios like a stationary, flaring component
within the jet [19], a jet-star-interaction [5] or a different
jet layer [20] it should be possible to accommodate these
values.
The increase of the X-ray flux is however determined
by the steady state parameters. To explain the unaltered
X-ray flux after the TeV-flare, much more extreme param-
eters would be required that again are not in agreement
with the steady state SED. Although this scenario can ex-
plain the narrow peak of the TeV-flux quite elegantly, it
has to be neglected at least for this particular case.
The multiple shock scenario is the only one that can
qualitatively explain the TeV lightcurve, while not being
in contradiction with the X-ray data. An increased flux in
this band can be obscured due to the very short flare time
and the not strictly simultaneous observations. The time
in which the second shock is present in the downstream of
the primary shock is however introduced arbitrarily. Es-
pecially the time (and hence distance to the first shock) in
which the shock has to decay is crucial for the shape of the
lightcurve, that otherwise would be significantly higher
and wider.
5. Conclusion
We presented numerical simulations for various self-
consistent scenarios for the apparent orphan flare of
Mrk501 during MJD 54952. It was shown that within
this physical framework, i.e. the flare is emerging from
the same region as the steady state emission is, a simple
variation of particle density can not explain the observed
lightcurves.
More elaborated scenarios, like the multiple shock and
external inverse Compton cases, can explain the observed
time scale and apparent orphan character of the flare. We
also showed, that in a full, time dependent treatment in
general every variation of physical parameters will lead
to a change in flux in all relevant bands. Therefore simul-
taneous, in the case of extremely short flares even strictly
simultaneous, observations are needed to distinguish pos-
sible scenarios.
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In the case investigated in this work, the external in-
verse Compton flare can be ruled out, while the multiple
shock scenario is not in contradiction with the data. A
physical sound motivation for the appearance and disap-
pearance of a second shock in the downstream of the ac-
celeration region is however not on hand.
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